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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (X, Y) be a random vector in R s with distribution function H. For real Y with E ] Y 1< oo 
write 
E(Y IX)  = moX,  (1.1) 
where 
re(x) = E(Y IX = x) (1.2) 
denotes the regression function of Y at X = x. Assume that (X1 ,Y1),(Xs ,Ys),"" form a 
strictly stationary C-mixing sequence of random vectors with the same distribution as (X, Y). 
Corresponding to Stute's results [5] for independent and identicallly distributed random vari- 
ables {(Xi , Y~)}, in Yoshihara [8] we introduced a nearest-neighbour-type estimate of re(x) when 
the sequence {(Xi , ~)} is C-mixing and proved that the distribution of the estimate is asymp- 
totically normal under some conditions. To be explicit, write 
n 
F,,(x) = n- '  ~ ,  I(_oo,~j(X~) , x e R O.s) 
i=1 
the empirical distribution function of X1, . . .  ,Xn, where IA(.) denotes the indicator function of 
the set A. Let K be a smooth probability kernel with bounded support and {an} a sequence of 
bandwidths. Put 
mn(Xo) - (n an) -1ZY iK  ( Fn(xo) -- Fn(X,) . (1.4) 
i=1 ~ an 
Under some conditions on an(l O) and ¢(n) it was shown that for some a s 
(n an)½[m.(x0)- m(x0)] & N(0, a s) 
a.$ n ----+ Go. 
Let 
m(y I x) = P(Y < v I X = x) , (x, y) e R s 
be the conditional distribution function and as an estimate of m(. Ix) we consider 
(1.5) 
m.(v I xo) = (n a.)- '  ~ I(-Qo,v] o ~K Fn(xo) Fn(Xi) 
/=1 
, yER (1.6) 
which is obtained upon replacing Y~ by I(-oo,y] o ~ in (1.4). 
The main result of this paper is to show that under some conditions 
(n a.)½Im~,(. I ~o) - m(. Ixo)) & Bo, 
where B0 is a certain Gaussian process (depending on x0). 
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2. MAIN RESULTS 
Let {(Xi,Yi)} be a stationary sequence of two-dimensional random vectors defined on some 
probability space (~, .A, P). We assume that the sequence {(Xi, :~)} satisfies one of the following 
two conditions: 
(I) {(X,,Y/)} is , -  mixing, i. e., 
¢(n) = sup [ P(AB) - P(A)P(B) ] --. 0 (2.1) 
AEMO ,BEM~ P(AB) 
as  n ---~ oo  ; 
(II) {(Xi, ~)} is ¢ -  mixing, i. e. , 
¢(n) = sup [P(AB) - P(A)P(B) ] --~ 0 (2.2) 
AEMO ,BEM~ P(A) 
as  n ..--~ oo  . 
Here, M~ denotes the a-algebra generated by (Xa, Ya),"" , (Xa, Yb). 
It is known that if {(Xi, Y0} is ~mixing then it is t-mixing. 
Let F be the distribution function of X and let G be that of Y. Then, we have 
H(x, y) = C(F(x), G(y)), (2.3) 
where C is the copula function of H, a distribution function on [0, 1] 2 with uniform marginals. 
Similarly, for the empirical distribution function Ha of (X1, Y1),'" • , (Xn, Y,) we may write 
Hn(x, y) = c , (  r(z), G(Y) ), (2.4) 
where C, is the empirical distribution function of a strictly stationary C-mixing sequence of 
random vectors with distribution function C. Then, we may write 
mn(y [ xo) = a~l / /(_oo,y](u)K \(Fn(xO!=an Fn(x) ) Hn(dx ,  du) -- 
: °;'i i<o .( ° .  
= ~n(G(y) IF(zo)), (2.5) 
say, where F', is the marginal distribution of Cn, an empirical distribution pertaining to a strictly 
stationary t-mixing sequence of random variables each of which is uniformly distributed over [0,1]. 
tIence, in what follows, we assume without loss of generality that H has uniform marginals. 
Further, we assume that K is a twice continuously differentiable probability kernel vanishing 
outside the interval (-1,1). 
Assumption (A). Assume that 
sup I m(t I*) - m(s Ix) I= o(( log6-1) -1) as 6 ---, 0 (2.6) 
It-sl<~ 
uniformly in a neighborhood of x0. 
REMARK. (A) is satisfied if m is HSlder continuous of some positive order. 
Now, for y E [0, 1], put 
- / (x° -X~H(dx,du) .  (2.7) mn(Y Ix) = an 1 I[o,~](u)K \ an / 
Then, by definition of m(. I x), we can rewrite rhn(y I x) as 
1 
frtn(Y l xo) = an 1 / m(Y l x)K (xo - x~ dx . (2.8) 
\ an ] 
0 
Hence, we see that r~n(y I x0) is a smoothed version of m(y I xo) . 
As usual, let D[0, 1] be the space of all right - continuous function on [0,1] with left - hands 
limits. Endown D[0, 1] with the Skorokhod topology and let B(D) be the generated Borel ~- 
field. Since mn is a random element in (D, B(D)), its distribution is well-defined. 
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TllI~ORIBM 1. Let {(X~, 1'~)) be a strictly #tationr7 *-mixing sequence of two-dimensionAl random 
vectors. Let {an} be a nonincreasing sequence of positive numbers uch that an ~ 0 and na~ --* 
co. Suppose 
oo  
]~ ,2¢~( , )  < co. (2.9) 
n----1 
Suppose further that H has uniform marginals and (it) holds. Then, we have for Lebesgue-a]most 
Ml0<=o<l  
(,a,)'~Tr,,.(. I =o) - '~.(" I =o)} O Bo = Bo(=o) as n ~ co. (2.10) 
Here, Bo is a centered Gaussian process on [0, I] with continuous ample paths vanishing at the 
lower boundary of [0, 1] and covariance 
COY (.Bo(~'I) , Bo(~/2)) = {m(y l  A Y2 I =o) - 'r'n(Yl I zo)m(Y2 I =o)} / K2(,,)du • (2.11) 
THEOREM 2. Let "{(Xi, "Yi)} be a strictly stationary ok-mixing sequence of two-dimensionM ran- 
dom vectors. Let {an } and H be as in Theorem 1. Suppose that (,4) holds and 
oo  
,~ , f , ( , )  < co. (2.12) 
r;=l 
Suppose further that 
(") [/ ) a2(y) lim ~'n E {I(-oo,•](u) m(y lxo)}K  (F(xo)._- F(z) = - x (2.13) 
n...*oo \ an 
x {Hn(d:c, du) - H(dz, du)}] 
2 
exists and a2(y) > 0 for M! 0 < y < 1. 
Then, we have for Lebesgue-almost all 0 < zo < 1 
( ,a . )~{m.( .  I =o) - r~.(. I =o)} o BI = Bl(=o) as n --* co. (2.14) 
Here, B1 is a centered Gaussian process on [0, 1] with continuous ample paths vanishing at the 
lower boundary of [0, I] and covariance 
coy (B~(ul), B~(y~)) = 
(") [/ ( ) = a im ~ E {Ito.,,]Cu)- m(u~ I xo)}K F(xo)._-an F(x) {Hn(dz, dy) - H(dx. dy)}x 
RV.MartK. If X is independent of Y, then 
m(. I=o) = Qv 
is the distribution of Y for all x0. Hence, up to a scaling factor, B0 is equal to the limit of the 
unconditional empirical process pertaining to the Y sequence. 
Now, we consider the following assumption: 
Assumption (B). For each y, m(y I ") is twice continuously differentiable in a neighborhood U 
of zo such that 
sup sup I m"(u I =) I< co .  
xEU y 
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TItEOREM 3. Let K be a twice continuously differen~iable kernel function such that K(u)  = 
0 for [u I>__ 1, f K(u)du = I and f uK(u)du = O. Suppose that Assumption (B) holds and 
n aS . -~ O. 
(i) I f  the conditions of Theorem I hold, then for Lebesgue-almost all 0 < zo < 1 
(na,)½{mn(-I x0) -  m(-] Xo)} D Bo as n--* co.  
(ii) I f  the conditions of Theorem 2 hold, then t'or Lebesgue-almost all 0 < xo < 1 
(.a~)~{m.(. I~0)- ~(" I ~0)} ~ B~ as . -~ co. 
The proof of Theorem 3 follows easily from Theorems 1 and 2. (cf. Corollary to Theorem 1 in 
[6]). 
In the following sections, we denote by c, with or without subscript, the absolute constant. 
3. LEMMAS 
The following lemmas are known. 
Lemma A. Let {~i} be C-mixing with mixing coefficient ¢(k). Let r/be M0t-measurable and let 
be M~+n-measurable. If 
1 1 
E I0 l~<co,  E lC J '<co ,  r , s> l ,  -+-=1,  
P S 
then 
] Ey~ - E~?E~ I< 2{¢(n)}~{E J ~ r}~{E Jr/I'}, ~ . 
(See, for example, Billingsley [1].) 
Lemma B. Let {~i} be *-mixing with mixing coefficient ¢(k). Let ~ be M0k-measurable and let 
be M~°+n-measurable. If both E I ~/J and E I ~ [ are finite, then 
] E~?¢- E,?E~ I< ¢(n)E  I '7 I E I(: I • 
( See, for example, Samur [3].) 
The following lemma is due to Sen [4]. 
I.emma C. Let {Zi} be a strictly stationary C-mixing sequence of Bernoullian variables uch 
that EZ i=0and EZ~=r .  If ~ n¢, ~ <oo, then for all n > 1 
E Zi <_ co [n2r ~ + nr], 
where Co depends only on ¢. 
Let 
an(x, y) = n½{gn(x,  y) - g (x ,  y)} , 
For a rectangle I, put 
(x, y) • R 2 . 
~.( / )  = .½(~.(/)  - ~(/)), 
where #, and/J are the probability measures pertaining to Hn and H , respectively. 
The following lemma is a modification of (22. 17) in Billingsley [1]. 
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Lemma 3.1. Let0  <s0  <s  <a< 1 and0<t0  <t  <b< 1. Put Io,~ = {(z ,y ) : s0  <z< 
s, to <- Y < t}. Then 
I a , ( I ° : ) I<1  a , (h ,D  I +,¢rffp(h,~) • (3.1) 
PROOF. Let Un(h,t) be the number among (X1,Y1),... ,(Xn,Yn) that satisfy (X i ,~)  ~ /~,,. 
Then, (3.1) is equivalent o 
But 
and 
I u . ( lo , , )  - n t~(Xo,,) I<1 U.(Zo,b) - n ~(x. ,b) I +n  ,(Zo,b) • 
Un( I , ,¢)  - n U( Is , , )  < Un(Ia,b) -- n lz( Ia, ,)  = 
= Un( Ia ,s)  - n t~(h,b)  + n(u( Ia ,b)  - - / J ( I s , , ) )  < 
_<1 U.(h,b) - .  ~,(Z.,b) I+-  ~,(h,b) 
- ~,(h, , )  - t : . (h , , )  _ n l ,(z. , ,)  ---I t z . (h ,~)  - n ~'(h,b) I +n  ~,(x.,b) • 
Hence, (3.2) is obtained. [] 
For any positive numbers I"i, r2 and rs put 
and 
J~,~(r l , r~)= {(u ,v ) :x< u<x+r~ , y< v<y+r2} 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
w.(rs, r2;xo)=sup{la.(J.,v(rs,r2)) I ; I~-~o I<~'~, o<y< 1}. (3.4) 
Lemrna 3.~. Let {(Xi,Y/)} be a strictly stationary C-mixing sequence of two-dimensional 
oo ~b½(n) < oo, then for each r /> 0 and every p > 0 random vectors. Let co > 0 be given. If ~n=l n 
there exists some 6 > 0 and no such that for all n > no 
P(~. (~o. . ,6  ; xo) > 4p) < ~.  (3.5) 
PROOF. Let I be an integer which is to be given later. Assume now that p is a number satisfying 
¢/n < p, and consider the random variables 
~n(Js+ip) - c~n(Js+(i-l)p) (i "- i,... ,l), 
s,  = J .o - . , , ,  (2coa . ,p )  n [o, I] 2 . 
where 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
We note that by Lemma C 
E I ~[(X(X~, YD e a,)- ~(S,)}- {~((X~, ~) e a,,)- ~(S,,)) l'<- 
j--1 
_< c[,2{~(s, - J,,)}~ + n ~(J, - a,,)]. 
Therefore, if 0 < ¢ < I and ¢/n <_ p(Jt - Jr), then 
E I an(J,) - a,,(Sv) 14< ~{p(J, - S,,)}2 
Now, by (3. 13) and Theorem 12. 2 in Billingsley [1] 
P (max I a , ( J ,+ip)  - cr,(J ,) I> '~) < A /2{~( Jp )}  2 
1_<i_<t 
$ 
CAMWA 19/|--K 
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Now, we note that by Lemma 3.1 
M.,p = sup sup [ c~n(Jxo-rx,s(x - x0 -b Vl , t ) )  ]~ 
O~_$ ~_lp xE[Zo- ¢a ,XoT rl]fl[O,1] 
< 3 max [ ot,*(S,+o, ) - c~,*(S,) [ +V~P( Jp)  
- l<_i<_t 
and p(Jp) = O(a,* p) where 1"1 = coa,, • 
Hence, if 
(3.8) 
- < p < (3.9) 
then by (3.7) and (3.8) 
Cl 2 2 P(M,.p > 4E) _< P(~_<~_~¢ [ a,*(S,+,p) - a , (S , )  I~> ~) < ~-~l {p(Sp)} . 
Choose/f so that c,~/e 5 < r I. From (3.9) it follows that 
(3.10) 
P(w(coa, ,  tf ; xo) > 4E) < r/6 
provided there exist a p and an integer m such that (3.9) holds and lm-  6. But this is equivalent 
to the existence of an integer 1 with (6/e)v/'~ < 1 < (6/e)n, which is true for all sufficiently large 
n.  [] 
4. PROOFS 
Put 
/3,,(y) =/3,,(y [ xo) = (n a,,)½{m,,(y[ z0) - ~n(y  ]xo)} • (4.1) 
We shall prove Theorem 2 by showing the following facts: 
(i) The finite-dimensional distributions of/3,* converge to those of B1 ; 
(ii) {/3,* : n _> 1} is uniformly C-tight, i. e., for each e > 0 and every p > 0 there exist some 6 > 0 
and no such that for all n > no 
Pc sup I ,o) 
lyl-v21<a 
(4.2) 
We note that/3,,(0) - 0 for each positive integer n. The following lemma implies (i). 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose conditions of Theorem 2 hold. Then the finite-dimensional distributions 
of/3,, converge to those of BI. 
PROOF. The assertion easily follows from Theorem 2 in Yoshihara [8] and the Cramdr-Wold 
device. 
Lemma 4.2 .  
PROOF. Put 
and 
Write 
Under the assumptions of Theorem 2 {/3,, : n > 1} is uniformly C-tight. 
m*(y [ Xo) = a'~* / I[o,v](u)K,,(x)U(dx, du). 
#.(y I x0) = ( ,  a.)½{m.(y I xo) - -**(~ I x0)} + (-  a.)½{m*(y I ~0) - ,~.(y I ~0)} = 
=/3.1(y I ~o) +/3.2(y I xo), (4.3) 
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say. We show that both {/~.,, n >_ 1} and {/~.2, m _> 1} are uniformly C-tight. 
Firstly, we note that upon integrating by parts, we have 
m.CYl Zo)- ~*(Y I zo) = 
Since F . (zo)  ~ zo (0 < zo < 1) with probability one a. ~ 0 and K has finite support, the 
first summand is zero with probability one for all n >__ n0 (w), say, not depending on y. Similarly, 
for n > re(o,) 
{Hn(z, y) - H(z, y)}K.Cdz) = 
=/{H. (z ,  y) - H(z, y) - H.(zo, y) + H(zo, y)}K.(dz) . (4.5) 
Since by assumption K = 0 outside (-1,1), the last integral remains unchanged when restricting 
the domain of integration to those z's for which I Fn(zo) - Fn(z) I< an. Let 0 < ~ < 1 be given 
arbitrarily. Then, by Lemma 3.1 we have, up to an event of probability less than or equal to e , 
that 
[ F(zo) - F(z) IS a.  + c n-½ <_ ci a. 
whenever [ F.(zo) - F.(z) [<_ an. Hence, neglecting an event of probability _< e, we obtain for 
all large n, that 
sup I/~.x(yx I zo)-~.x(y2 I xo) I_< 
< a= ~ Ilgll~.(cx . . ,  6; x0), (4.6) 
where IIKII denotes the total variation of K. Consequently, the uniform C-tightness of {/~,,, n >__ 
1} follows from Lemma 3.2 and (4.6). 
As to/~,2, using the Taylor expansion, we write 
\ a ,  ] 
+ a~ 2 f I[o,,](u){F.(xo)- F . ( z ) -  zo + z}K' (zo -.____~x~ Hfdz, du)+ 
J \ a. I 
+ 2a~" / Ilo,.](u){F.(zo ) - Fa(z)-  Zo + z}2K"(•)H(dz, du) = 
= c..(y I ~o) + I2(y, n) + I3(y, n), (4.7) 
where A is some random variable between a~l{Fn(zo) - Fn(z)} and a~l(zo - z). 
By Lemma 4.1 in Yoshihara [8] we get 
(- ..)½13(y, n)LO 
uniformly in y. 
Hence, to prove the lemma it remains to show that {(n a,)½12(., n) : n ~ 1} is uniformly 
C-tight. 
We have 
(n an)½ I2(y ,n)= an 312 f m(y l z){an(Zo)- Otn(z)}K' ( z° -a :~ dz = 
J \ an ] 
= f m(y d \ an / 
+ a'ffS/2m(y [zo)/{c~.(Zo)- an(z)}K' (zo-......~z'~ dz. 
k a.  / 
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Use the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3 in Stute [5] to show that the first sum- 
mand converges to zero in probability uniformly in y whenever m(. I x) is equicontinuous in a 
neighborhood t~f ~0. 
Finally, for large n, 
a=3/2m(y l xo) /{an(=o) -
We note here that 
a= ½ f K 
~.(x)}K' (Xo-.~ dx = -a:½m(y I xo)/K (Xo - x'] oLn(dz) . 
\ an / k an / 
Xo - x otn(dx) = n_½ E g x° x Xi 
\ an ] i=1 an an 
and {aff½K (=o-x, ½ 1 < i < n; n = 1,2, . . .  } is a stationary C-mixing triangular array. Hence, \ a. / '  
we can easily prove that a~ ½ f If (~o-~'~ an(d=) has a normal limit distribution and so is stochas- \a , , /  
tically bounded. Now, C-tightness of ~,~ follows from these facts and uniform continuity of 
m(. Ix0). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Theorem 2 follows from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. [] 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. In view of Theorem 2, it remains to show that 
Let 
cov (Bo(~l), Bo(u2))  = coy (B I (u l ) ,  B~(U2)) . 
Wn(O. = a'~ ½ (I[o,ud(Yi) - m(y, l zo) )K ( x° - x l  ) 
- X i  -an½E{(II°'ud(Yi)-m(YtlX°))K('X°a n ) )  
(4.8) 
( i=  1 , . . . ,n ;1=1,2) .  
(4.9 -) 
By Lemma B we have 
As 
Ew(X)w (~) l< c ¢ (1 i -  I-.-,-,, .-,,  j I)EI W(]) I E I W(~) I (i ¢ j) 
1 
. +.(;, .:"i i.< o:,'ii,<(.)i,. <_c o:,. k a, I 
-1 
for all n sufficiently large, so using tile fact that ~3¢(k) < oo we have 
n n 
I 1E  E W(I! ~'~ w+(2') - ~;Tb[/'(1)l"tr(2) 1~ cn- lan  n,3 ~ n,J "L"~rr n,1 r r l r l t l  
i=1 j=l 
E 
l<_id<_n 
i#j 
¢( l  J - i I) _< c a . .  
(I = 1,2) 
(4.10) 
n n 
Z E W(I") E w(2) n JT~IM(1)W(2) W (1) (2) n,I n,3 -- ""''n,1 ''n,1 "-- ~ EW~i  W~nj 
i=1 j=l l< i j<n 
iCj 
*-mixing condition with ~ n¢½(n) < oo. 
We proceed to evaluate 
Then, Wn,1 , . "  , Wn,n are identically distributed zero-mean random variables which satisfy the 
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Further, since 
"'n,1 ' 'n,2 ~ an 
-a~lE{( l [°"d(Y1)-m(Vl I ' ° ) )K(Z°-X1)} 
- X1 x.~{(I[o,y,](Y1)-~r/(Y2 'Xo))K" ("r'°F; ' )} = 
I =/{raCY1 A Y21 ~o - ,, "n )  + '~(Y~ I ' :O)m(Y~ I "o)  
-1  
-- " (Y l  I ~0)~(y2 I ~0 -- U "n) -- m(Ul  I ~0 -- " an) 'CY~ I zo)}K2(u)  du 
1 
- "n JIm(u, I ~o - ,, "n) - ,',,(ul I zo)K(u)du} 
- I  
1 
x f l~(w I xo - ,, "n) -- (W I zo )}K(v ldv  , 
-1 
by Assumption (A) we have 
EW (1)'AA2) (Bo(yl), Bo(V2)) (4.11) n,lrrn,1 ~ COY 
Now, (4.8) follows from (4.10) and (4.11) and the proof of Theorem 1 is completed. [] 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
RBMARK 5.1. As in Stute [6], we may consider the function 
~.(v l~o)='=~ . 
i----1 
instead of mn(y [ Xo). Let 
n 
E K FoCX,) . 
i=I \ an / 
Then fn(zo) = mn(Zo) with Y1 = 1, and for such a Y 
rnCzo) = 1 and var (Y IX  = ~o) - o .  
Hence, we obtain that 
(na,)½{fn(zo) - 1} --~ 0 in probability . 
We note here that 
~.(y  I ~o) = m.Cy I xo) / f .Cxo)  • 
I t  follows that under the smoothness assumptions of Theorem 1 or 2 
( - . - )A  {~. (y  I xo) - ~ . (y  I xo)} = ( . . . )A{m.Cy  I ~0) - ~ . (v  I ~0)} + op(1) 
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uniformly in y. Thus,  we see that  for ~ ,  the same invariance principle as rn ,  holds. 
REMARK 5.2. Let 
mn l (  u Ix0) = inf{y ~ n :  r~n(y I ~o) _> u},  0 < u < 1 
and put 
Qn(u) = (nan)~{,~l (u  I x0) - m- l (u  I xo)} 
where u (0 < u < 1) is fixed. For such a u, write Yu = m-:(u [xo). Corresponding to Theorem 
3 in Stute [6] we can easily verify the following assertion: 
Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 3 (i) hold. If m'(y,, [ xo) = ~m(y [ x0) ly=y. > 0 and G 
is continuous, then we have almost all x0 
Qn(u) ~ N(O,a~), 
where  
¢r u 2 = u(1  - u) / K2(x)dr/{m'(yu I xo)} ~ 
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